CLARIDGE’S BAR
Claridge’s Bar is a destination for the dedicated connoisseur, serving an impeccable selection of rare and
exceptional drinks. From the finest vintage champagnes to sought-after spirits and wines, each has been
carefully and expertly chosen, representing the finest, most representative drinks of their kind.
Many of our exceptional wines and spirits are sourced direct from the producer to guarantee quality and
provenance before being expertly kept to ensure they are as good as they can be by the time they come to
be served.

Drinks are served in their pure form, or as heavenly cocktails with the most exceptional central
ingredients, from an 85 year-old cognac, to Grand Cuvée champagne. All drinks are prepared by a
knowledgeable staff who themselves travel the world to discover and taste new additions to our each of
our lists, or secure rare, last-of-their-kind spirits some of which will be gone forever once we’ve had the
privilege of serving them.

The teams regularly meet with the great producers and distillers, who in turn take their time to share with
us the exceptional, once-in-a-lifetime vintages, special makes and unique expressions that we take great
pride in sharing with you. They also learn the remarkable tales behind some of the drinks on our list. To
appreciate the journey made by the handful of Prohibition era rye whiskeys we hold is to appreciate their
scarcity and value; truly a taste of history that will eventually be gone forever.
All this is set in a beautiful David Collins’ interior with a unique atmosphere that is as effortlessly elegant
as it is wonderfully discreet. And if you’d like something to further delight your taste buds beyond our
wonderful selection of rare whiskies, fine wines and exceptional spirits, you can choose from a stunning
menu of specially prepared food pairings to enjoy alongside your drink of choice.

ABOUT CLARIDGE’S
At the centre of London’s Mayfair, Claridge’s, part of Maybourne Hotel Group, embodies grand English
style, timeless glamour and impeccable, intuitive and highly tailored service. It is London’s art deco
jewel, and home to breath-taking rooms and suites. From London’s finest afternoon tea in the Foyer to
vintage champagnes and rare spirits at Claridge’s Bar, all are part of the hotel’s unique splendour and
charm.

ABOUT MAYBOURNE HOTEL GROUP
Maybourne Hotel Group owns and manages Claridge’s, the Connaught and the Berkeley, three of the
world’s most legendary five-star hotels, located in the heart of London. Maybourne Hotel Group is
committed to delivering authentic and unique guest experiences that reflect the individual nature of its
hotels, its guests and its staff whilst maintaining a timeless elegance and intuitive service style that are the
hallmarks of its properties.
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